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1. Elementary considerations on classical EM
radiation and photons.

2. Bell’s theorem
3. The general notion of entanglement
4. Some applications
5. Superconducting qubits – recent advances
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θ

nominal polarization

random distribution of
“hidden” (“true”) 
polarization variable

“true” polarization

Single photon incident on 
birefringent crystal (“polarizer”):

Probability of transmission = cos2q

(quantum version of Malus’ law)

Digression:  Can a classical probabilistic theory explain this?

YES!

If       closer to      , transmitted:  if closer to          , reflected.  
If transmitted, distribution of “hidden” variable is adjusted:

With suitable choice of random distribution, can

reproduce PT(θ) = cos2 θ f(χ) = cos 2 (θ − χ)
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and A the same in (AC, AD) (etc.)

–

Kexp≡
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Rules of the game: Alice is to transmit to Bob an arbitrary 

(in general unknown to her) state |Ψ > of a particle of 

spin ½, without direct physical contact (but A (or D) may 

communicate with B, e.g. by a classical phone line).
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Solution: C emits “EPR pair.” (S = 0). D then measures 

combined state of R and G spins (photons). If D finds 

S = 0, then spin conservation ⇒ state received by B = 

that sent by A, (and D phones B to tell him so). If D 

finds S ≠ 0, can “rotate” into S = 0. Then B must 

perform inverse of this rotation (and D so instructs 

him).
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“circulation”E ∝ K2

(E ∝(n–1/2)2)

∝(n–Φ/Φo)2)
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